Regulation
We inform that for security reasons the whole
structure is under video-surveillance.

1. Check-in/out


Camping:

Check-in* h. 16.00/20.00

Check-out: h. 8.00/12.00

- delaying the Check-out within h. 20 you pay the amount of half of the day
Residence: Check-in* h 16.00/20.00

Check-out h 8.00/10.00

*all the guests must show at the Check-in an identification document , according the existing rules

2. Minors must always :


Be fitted with suitable identification document
-



Travel with the parents and/or with an adult covered by authorization by whomever exercises
parental rights
Be accompanied by an adult in the swimming pool , playground and in the sanitary facilities

Parents or whomever exercises parental righs are responsible and they answer for the damage caused
by minors to themselves , things and people .

3. Animals must always :






Have a vaccination record
Dogs must be kept on a leash with a muzzle and be taken outside the campsite for physiological
needs
No dangerous animals are allowed
For hygienic reasons , dogs are not allowed into the apartmets , in the common areas such as :
toilets , swimming pool , living room , and in the grass , except in the cases provided by the law
37/74 and by the law 376/88 (guide dogs for blind people)

Owners:



 Must pick up the physiological needs of their anaimals
 They must make sure that their animals do not disturb the other guests
 They must indicate the presence of animals at the same moment of booking or arrival
They are responsible and asnwer of eventual damages caused by their animals to things or people

4. Maximum speed : 10 km/h
5. Cars are allowed in the pitch only for the loading and unloading , after they will stop in the parking
area
6. Quite time :


13.00-15.00
Prohibition of vehicle transit , except for campers/caravan with placement in the pitches from n
1 to n 14 and cars in the residence area



23,30 - 7.00
Prohibition of vehicle transit

7. Is required:





Respect the vegetation , hygiene and cleaning facilities
Do not damage other guests or everything that belongs to the structure
Exercise selective waste collection
Violators of the regulation are punishable and are obliged to compensate for damages caused to
things or peopleI

8. It is specified that the management :





Is not responsible for everything that remains unattended , lost , stolen and / or damaged by others
Is not responsible of eventual damages to things or people caused by weather events
There is the right to remove guests who don’t respect he regulation as unwanted guests
There i salso the right to authorize exceptions to this regulation

Swimming-pool regulation
the characteristics of the pool do not impose the duty of a lifeguard , so the management do not
assume any responsability for damages to things or people
1. opening h 9.00 closing h 20.00*
2. Bathing cap compulsory
3. Minors unaccompanied by adults will be removed

4. Animals are not allowed ,not in the sunbathing area and not even in the surrounding grass area
5. Respect the quite time
* Any requests for the use of the swimming-pool beyond the opening time , will be authorized at the
discretion of the management

The management

